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As a major retrospective of Wendy Ramshaw’s distinctive jewellery opens
in Edinburgh, Corinne Julius charts her career. Portrait by Philip Sayer
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‘Wendy’s ability to explore many different
avenues yet retain a very distinctive voice is
extraordinary,’ says Clare Phillips, the V&A’s jewellery curator. ‘Despite the different materials
and forms, there’s something unmistakeable
about the finish and the way things are put
together that is so distinctly her. There’s a clarity
to her work, a purity of line marked with technical precision, a sparseness and a leanness. There
is not a single line that doesn’t need to be there.’
Ramshaw was born in Sunderland in 1939,
and raised in a sea-faring family with no artistic
background. She studied printed textiles and
illustration at Newcastle College of Art and
Industrial Design, graduating in 1960. She made
jewellery out of scrap from the sculpture department and sold several of her designs to Liberty.
Subsequently the young artist started her jewellery career selling pieces made from etched
copper printing plates to fellow students while
she was studying for her art teacher’s diploma at
Reading. It was here she met her soon-to-be husband, David Watkins, a sculpture student who
earned money as a professional musician. In 1963
the couple had their first shared exhibition of his
sculpture and her stabiles at Gallery 5 in Reading.
Decamping to Leamington Spa in 1964 they
designed their first joint project, Optik Art Jewellery. Constructed from screen-printed Perspex,
it made Op Art a fashion accessory and was sold
by Mary Quant and stores such as Fenwicks.
Moving to London, Ramshaw confected fashion jewellery from sequins, beads and glitter that
were rapidly copied by commercial concerns.
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Previous page: portrait of
Wendy Ramshaw in 1981.
Above: Optik Art Jewellery,
Wendy Ramshaw and
David Watkins, c.1964,
screen-printed Perspex.
Opposite: paper jewellery
by Something Special Ltd,
Wendy Ramshaw and
David Watkins, 1966-7

At times it seems there is no medium that Wendy
Ramshaw hasn’t used to make her inimitable
jewellery, from paper to plastic, porcelain to
platinum. Her scale has ranged from the minute
to the mighty, from rings to room dividers.
‘I work with materials and processes that are
available,’ she says. ‘It’s a holistic, easy approach.
I like working with new processes that make it
possible to do things.’ In other words, anything
that can help her translate the clear ideas that
fizz though her brain into three-dimensional
reality. The breadth of her abilities is revealed in
a new show at The Scottish Gallery, a cornucopia
of ring sets, earrings, neckpieces and pins.
Whatever medium she uses, the pieces are
always identifiably hers. ‘It’s not deliberate,’ she
says. ‘It just happens; that’s the way it comes out
because I work from my own ideas in my own
way. I am not influenced by others. That’s true of
many artists.’ Ramshaw’s work has a geometric
feel, based on elements of the circle and triangle,
where the spaces between precisely placed lines
are as important as the metal lines themselves.
Lenses, dyed stones or semi-precious gems are
finely balanced at strategic points. The pieces
manage to be both strong yet delicate.
She claims not to overthink her work: ‘I’m
drawing and making all the time. Ideas don’t
need to come from anywhere. I just put a line
down on a piece of paper and add another line,
and then add a circle and another line and then
I’m drawing. I go on like that and hope that it
works out well, and it mostly does. If not, I do
something slightly different and just work on it.’

Above: set of four
pillar rings, 1977, 18ct
yellow gold and enamels,
on a Perspex stand.
Right: Circle of Blue
Feathers, 1985, neckpiece
with gilded silver centre
and feathers attached
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by gold and a variety of cabochon stones, usually
with at least one in a teardrop shape – now a
Ramshaw trademark. Her first show at Pace in
1970 was radical in both the jewellery and its display; it was Art Jewellery writ large. Art on the
body and, when not in use, on its own integral
stand, a notion that has been hugely influential.
The character of her stands and her jewellery
are influenced by modernist architecture, especially the then just completed GPO tower. That
said, her early work had an Egyptian feel that was
almost Post-modern. Later combinations were
more delicate and became increasingly linear,
like drawings in fine gold, often with arcing
sweeps of lines extending off the hand.
Above: brooch, 18ct gold.
Opposite: neckpiece, 1988,
part of Picasso’s Ladies
collection, patinated silver
and ColorCore

Ramshaw was one of the first jewellers to
encourage the wearer to make their own assemblage of rings, to be worn in any combination.
Yet she has certain stipulations. ‘The teardrop on
the stand should point upwards sending energy
outwards, but on the hand the drop must always
point inwards conducting energy towards the
heart,’ she says. ‘I have known her gently take the
rings off a client’s fingers and arrange them the
right way round,’ says Christina Jansen, director
of The Scottish Gallery.
Despite the plagiarism of her stand and
stacked rings (which shows her importance not
only in the art jewellery world but on the high
street), copies never match Ramshaw’s exquisite
balance of form, colour and refinement, or quality of making. ‘When working to commission,’
says Jansen, ‘Wendy will ask for detailed notes
on who it’s for, from their eye colouring to finger
shape to their character. She might make four
sets, carefully matching colours and shapes
before she chooses the one that is right to show
the client. She is unerringly correct.’
From the 1970s onwards Ramshaw’s career
took off, despite being a full-time mother. In 1973
she exhibited with Watkins at the American
Institute Of Architects’ Gallery in Philadelphia,
and in London at Goldsmiths’ Hall and the Electrum Gallery. Apart from their early projects, she
and her husband rarely collaborate, though there
is a clear bond. The list of Ramshaw’s exhibitions
here and abroad is breathtaking. Her work is
in over 80 collections, she has more pieces in
the V&A across jewellery, prints and fashion
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‘Because I knew about printmaking, we decided
to use a material that wasn’t available in fashion
jewellery: paper. It was cheap, fun and throwaway.’ Packed flat, it could open up large. It was
modelled by Twiggy in Petticoat magazine and
received extensive publicity. Pieces made by
their company, Something Special, were recently
donated to the V&A and show Ramshaw’s interest in the geometric. This was demonstrated at
the time in the Design Council, where an entire
window on Haymarket was filled with their paper
jewellery. Their pieces could be fashion, sold in
Carnaby Street boutiques alongside the silk ties
and fashion accessories they designed.
Ramshaw began making in silver, selling work
to Harrods at one extreme and Bristol’s Arnolfini
Gallery at the other. But she was essentially selftaught and wanted to acquire more skills, so in
1969 she went to the Central School to study
enamelling. It was here she discovered the lathe:
‘I found that you could put a piece of metal into
the chuck, turn it round and put in a cutting tool
and you could make a 3D circular shape; that was
absolutely fascinating and I went on using it. All
my stands are produced in that way.’
Those stands in Perspex, initially cylindrical
but subsequently more like minarets, have been
widely imitated, just as her earlier pieces
designed in collaboration with Watkins had
been. The plagiarism has had commercial and
professional consequences. In light of this she
says: ‘I do not consider this flattery. I would really
rather they didn’t.’ Her first ring stacks in silver
with mirror or enamel, were gradually replaced
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Above: Plan in a Gold
Circle, brooch, 1988,
18ct yellow gold.
Right: China Sea earrings,
1998, 18ct gold
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(including a knitting project and her wedding
dress) than any other maker. And she has worked
closely with Lesley Craze, Electrum and The
Scottish Gallery.
In Australia at the Western Institute of Technology, Perth, in 1978, on one of the first of her
many residencies, she found that the promised
studio was unavailable. She decamped to the
ceramic department and made necklaces in
organic forms carved from blue-white porcelain.
This led to a collaboration with Wedgwood in
1982, working with Jasperware to celebrate the
reopening of the V&A jewellery gallery.
For 10 years she worked on a project to interpret each of Picasso’s portraits of the women in
his life in jewellery form. It culminated in 1998 in
Picasso’s Ladies at the V&A. Each distinctive work
reflected the shape, style and expression of the
women in a dazzling display of materials and
forms, from cascades of glass raindrops to curvaceous enamel brooches. It was a phenomenal,
intellectually complex representation across an
aesthetic spectrum.
Ramshaw’s work is immensely controlled: it is
never based on an emotional response to a situation or medium; rather, her imagination provides
the impetus, occasionally fuelled by other art
forms. In Room of Dreams, she responded to
remembered fairy tales and stories such as Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland. Installed at The Scottish Gallery in 2002, Ramshaw transformed the
interior with a temporary floor, rebuilt a wall and
fitted a red lacquer display with locked drawers
to present such pieces as Necklace for Bluebeard’s
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Wife, Pool of Tears and The Red Queen. A vast,
beautifully choreographed installation, it was a
slice of Ramshaw’s poetic brain made public,
which reached into the subconscious to draw a
subliminal response from the viewer. Part of the
installation later toured in 2012.
Shakespeare’s The Tempest inspired Prospero’s
Table, created for Collect 2004. Appearing to
float in space, within its locked compartments
were jewellery and objects relating to Prospero,
the sea and the spirits that inhabited his island.
Invoking the character’s powers of transformation, Ramshaw assembled jewellery rich in
association that combined precious traditional
materials with new technology, as well as seaglass picked up on the beach in Sunderland.
Importantly, too, her restless creative spirit
hasn’t been confined to jewellery. In 1993
Ramshaw designed St John’s Gate in Oxford,
expanding her practice to encompass the built
environment. She has completed well over 15
projects for doors, screens and gates, including
the New Edinburgh Gate in Hyde Park – all
embody her definitive style. She relished these
projects: ‘I loved doing them. I would visit the
factory to run my fingers over the water-jet cut
steel to check there were no sharp protrusions.
The scale was amazing.’ Her mastery of different
techniques continued: in 1999 she created the
Millennium Medal for HM the Queen; in 2006
she designed a tapestry for Dovecot Studios; and
in 2007 A Journey through Glass was the result of
her residency at Pilchuck Glass School in Seattle.
Ramshaw was awarded an OBE in 1993, a CBE

10 years later and was made a Royal Designer for
Industry in 2003. Today, although her mind is
still full of ideas, ill health has meant that she
concentrates on finishing off pieces already
begun, but also on painting: ‘I have done nearly
200 watercolours, which I want to exhibit.’ Her
star won’t dim. Her achievements remain quite
staggering, her style recognisable, her quality of
making unsurpassed, her mastery of colour
intense. She is meticulous and painstaking,
demanding of others the same (impossibly) high
standards that she demands of herself.
‘Artistically, Wendy was always ahead of her
time, a true avant-garde,’ says curator and historian Beatriz Chadour-Sampson. ‘Her curiosity
for new materials, transforming goldsmiths’
techniques into modern forms and [her]
never-ending search for novel ideas led to some
exceptional and inimitable designs. Wendy is the
embodiment of creativity, she leads the way and
for me in the 20th century is the innovator of
artist jewellery in Britain.’
That sentiment is echoed by the V&A’s curator of metalwork, Eric Turner: ‘Wendy’s career is
remarkable. She has decisively shaped and influenced contemporary jewellery. Her series of
ironwork designs for gates and screens show
another successful exploration in a field not
always noted for its artistic originality. She is one
of the great, original artists of our time.’
‘Wendy Ramshaw: A Celebration’ is at The Scottish
Gallery, Edinburgh, 2-23 December.
scottish-gallery.co.uk/wendyramshaw
ramshaw-watkins.com

Clockwise from left:
Lucciole large neckpiece,
2009, 18ct gold and glass;
The New Edinburgh Gate
Hyde Park, London, 2010,
cast bronze; The Inventor,
2007, blue and turquoise
glass with metal elements.
Opposite: Millennium
Medal for HM Queen
Elizabeth II, 1999,
mixed media
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Ring sets from
The Scottish Gallery
Collection, 1988-2012
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